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1. Introduction 

In this section some known results from the theory of the superposition of point processes (p.p.) are· 
given. In a generalized form they can be found in Matthes [ 1963]. 

Let N be a p.p. on the Borel line (R 1·'!BI). The translation T, on the Borel line is the map 
Ti:x~x -t. Define the translation T,N of N by T,N(A)=N(T,A),A E'!B

1
• The process N is stationary 

if for all t the p.p. N and T1N have the same distribution. We assume the intensity X=EN(0,l] is fin
ite. If P is the distribution of N, we write P O for the Palm measure of P. 1 ne Palm measure can be seen 
as the distribution of N under the condition "a point occurs at 0". This condition has probability zero 
but there is a way to give the statement a proper meaning. If a p.p. N O has distribution P 0, with points 
in · · · <U- 1<U0=0<U1< · · · then the p.p. Tu.No has distribution P 0 too. 

Let N 1, ••• ,Nk be independent p.p. on the Borel line with distribution P 1, ••• ,Pk. The distribution of the 
multivariate p.p. N =(N i, ... ,Nk) is denoted by P 1x ... xPk. 

Now assume the p.p. Nj are stationary with intensity Aj and do not have multiple points. The super
position of N is defined as Ns =N 1 + ... + Nk. The superposition has intensity X=X1 + ... +Xk. Let Q0 be 
the Palm measure of the distribution Q =P 1x ... xPk of N, that is the distribution of N conditioned to "a 
point of Ns occurs at O". The Palm measure satisfies 

Qo= f ~ P 1x ... xPi-IxPfycPi+lx ... xPk. 
i=I 

Let N O have distribution Q0• The p.p. NfJ has no multiple points. Denote the points of NfJ by 
· · · <U- 1<U0<U1< ···.The p.p. Tu.No has distribution Q0 too. 

Let Qn ,n ;a,, 1 and Q be distributions of a multivariate p.p. with k components. Say an interval / is 
Q-continuous if for both boundary points x the event Ns {x} =0 has Q-measure 1. Say Qn converges 
weakly to Q or 

Qn=l>Q 

if for all Q-continuous intervals J 1, ••• .,11 ,l ;a,, 1 the simultaneous distribution of the random vectors 
N (J 1), ••• ,N (J1) under Qn -measure converges weakly to the distribution of these vectors under Q-measure. 

2. A limit theorem for the superposition of renewal processes 

Let F be a distribution function on (0,oo) with finite mean µ>0. Assume F is not lattice, so F is not 
concentrated on any set Ld = {nd:n EZ}. F is called centered lattice if F is concentrated on a coset 
a+ Ld of a lattice Ld. We define a p.p. called the stationary renewal process as follows. Assume 
X 1,X2, ••• ,Y1,Y2, ••• and (X0,Y0) are independent. Let Xi,X2, ••• ,Y1,Y2, ••• have distribution F. The simul
taneous distribution of (XO,YO) is given by 

P(Xo>x,Y0>y) = j I-F(t)dt,xir;;,,,O 
x+y /L 

The marginal distribution of X0, and Y0 is called the survivor distribution of F. Let the p.p. N have 
points 

n n 
{ ~X;,n ;;,,,0} U {- ~ Y;,n ~0}. 

i=O i=O 

It can be checked easily that N is stationary. A p.p. distributed as N is called a stationary renewal pro

cess. Its distribution will be denoted by PF. The intensity of N is .l. Let the p.p. N 0 have points 
~ µ 
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n n 
{ ~X;,n ;;..1}u {O} u { - ~ Y;,n ~I}. 

i =l i=l 

It can be shown that the distribution of N O is the Palm measure (PF )0• The restriction of N O to [O, oo) 
'describes the set of points visited by a random walk started in 0. This restriction is called the ordinary 
renewal process. 

Let Fj be distribution functions on (0,oo) with mean JLj and non lattice, 1 ~j ~k. Let M 1, ••. , Mk 
be independent ordinary renewal processes with distribution F 1, .. ,Fk. The r.v. X1, ... ,Xk are assumed to 
be independent of Mi, ... , Mk. The modified (multivariate) renewal process with initial point (X 1, ••• ,Xk) 
is defined as 

Let the superposition Ms have points 

in which the equalities account for possible multiplicities of points of Ms. There are two important 
examples of modified renewal processes. 

Example 1. 
Let N have distribution Q =Pp,x ... xPF,· N is invariant under T,. The restriction of the components 

of N to [O,oo) determines a modified renewal process M. The initial point (X1, ... ,Xk) consists of indepen
dent r.v., distributed as the survivor distribution of Fj. 

Example 2. 
Let N O have distribution Q0, the Palm measure of Q. The points of Ns are denoted by 

· · · <U-1<Uo=0<U1< · · · 

N is invariant under Tu.• The restriction of the components of N 0 to [O,oo) determines a modified 

al Th .. 'al . (X X . f' P(X -O)-~- I/µ· U d th renew process. e nntl pomt 1, ••• , k) satis 1es j - - , -
1 

/ / . n er e 
I\ JL1 + ... + 1 /Lk 

condition )0 =O the r.v. X; ,i=/=-j are independent; their distribution is the survivor distribution of F;. 
Because of the invariance property the interval lengths Un - Un _, in the superposed process have the 
same distribution, say G. As can be seen from the structure of Q 0 

k A· 
Q0 = j~l yPp,x ... x(PF,)o)C ... xPp. 

this distribution G is given by 

k A· 00 1-F(t) 
G(x,oo) = -~ yO-Fj(x))IT.J ,' dt. 

1=1 i=FJ x JL, 

Both examples I and 2 correspond to convergence theorems. Example I corresponds to: 

Theorem 1. If the distributions Fj, I ~j ~k are non-lattice, the modified renewal process M satisfies 

Pr,M~Q for t-">ao. 

Proof. For k = I the theorem is a well known consequence of the renewal theorem. Because of the 
independence of the component processes the case k > I is a consequence of k = I. • 
Example 2 e<;?rresponds to: 



Theorem 2. 

(i) If all distribution functions F'_j, 1 :r;;;;;,J :r;;;;;,k, are not lattice and not centered lattice 

or 
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· (ii) if all distribution functions Fj = F, I :r;;;;;,J :r;;;;;,k are identical and are not lattice then the modified 
renewal process M satisfies 

Proof. The proof will be based on a coupling argument for random walks <leveloped in Ornstein [1969]. 
Construct a probability space (D,~P) with two independent processes ::,p>, n ~O, I:r;;;;;,J:r;;;;;,k, and Tn'J>, 
-oo<n<oo, I:r;;;;;,J:,;;;;;_k, satisfying the following properties. The sets of points {Sn'J>:n~0}, 1:r;;;;;,J:,;;;;;_k, 
determine the points of a p.p., simultaneously distributed as the components of the given modified 
renewal process Mj,l :r;;;;;,J :r;;;;;,k. The set of points {Tn'J>:-oo<n _<oo }, I:r;;;;;,J :r;;;;;,k, determine the component, 
of a p.p. N 0 with distribution Q0• For all its components, T/,i> is chosen to be its first non negative r.v. 
The increments of sp> are denoted by xn'J>=snv>-sn'JJ. 1 , n ~I and of Tn<i> by Yn<i> =Tn<i>-Tn'Jl 1 ,n ~I. 
All of these increments are independent and F'_j-distributed. 

Let J 1, ••• ,.11 be Q0-continuous intervals. Choose a number 11 such that 

P(Ni(x -211,x +211)~1 for any boundary point x of J 1, ••• ,.11)<€ 

Extend the intervals J; at both sides with 211 to get J; + and let J; shrink at both sides with 211 to get J; - . 
Choose an interval J of the form (a,oo), a ER 1 that contains all intervals J/. We shall give a coupling 
with coupling distance 11· The proof of (ii) contains a problem that concerns the numbering of points of 
the coupled process. Therefore we have to deal with (i) and (ii) separately. 

n 
Case (i). Consider for j = l, ... ,k the difference Sn<i> -Tn<i>=sfl> -Tfl> + ~ zp> in which 

i=l 
zP>=xp>-yp>. Because F'_j is_ not centered lattice and no~ lattice distributed, the difference ~p> is not 
lattice distributed, and has EzP>=o. The random walk Sn(j)_ Tn<J>, n ~ I is recurrent. Take /.J> the first 
entrance time into the neighbourhood (-11,TJ) of zero. Because of the Markov property, given /.J> the 
increments (Xn'J>)n>Tu> and (YnV))n>-ru> are independent of the process (SnV>, Tn<i>) for n :r;;;;;,/J>, and also 
independent of_the other componen_ts. Given I.J) the in~ements are independent ~d F'_j-distributed. Now 
exchange in Sn(j) the increments Xn<J> by Yn<i> for n >IJ>. We obtain the process snv>, n ~O, distributed as 
snv>,n ~O. This procedure has to be performed for all indexes 1 :r;;;;;,J :r;;;;;,k. The result is a p.p. M, distri
buted as M' with points { sl>:n ~O}, I :r;;;;;,J :r;;;;;,k' such that Sn(j) and Tn(j) differ at most 11 for all n exceed
ing a random time -r=max/.J>. 

Let the superposition Ms have points S0 :r;;;;;,S 1 :,;;;;;_ • • • , and the superposition Ni points 
T0<T1 <T2< · · · . Consider the interval Sn +J. Choose n so large that on A CD with probability 
P (A ) > 1 -€, the points of the components of M and N O are coupled at distance at most 11 on this inter
val Sn + J. Then also for the superposed processes I Sn - Tn I < 11 on A . So the points of the translated 
p.p. Ts.Mand Tr.No are coupled with distance at most 211 onJ. On the set A 

- + Tr.N0(J;-):r;;;;;,Ts.M(J;):r;;;;;,Tr.N0(J; ). 

Because of the invariance of N O under Tr. and the choice of 11 

P (T r.N 0(J; -)-=/=Ts. M (J; )) for some i )<€. 

Therefore 

P(Tr.N o(J; )=/=Ts.M (J; )):r;;;;;,P(A c)+€. 

Because Tr.No has distribution Q0 the asserted convergence follows from this inequality. 
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Case (ii). We consider the case of k identical distributions Fj =F. Because of what is proved in case (i) 
we only have to consider a non-lattice, centered-lattice distributed F. Let Ld be the minimal lattice for 
which F is concentrated on a coset of Ld. Assume F is concentrated on a+ Ld. The ratio a/ d cannot 

. be rational, and so tµe ratio ka / d is rational. Choose numbers pj,1 :os;;;j :os;;;k, depending on Sf/> -Tf/> 
such that Pj"ka +Sf/>-Tf/>=8j (mod d) with 18jl<'IJ. Let p=p 1+ ... +pk; then the sum of 
ft 1=kp 1-p, ... ,ftk=kpk-p, equals zero. Now choose positive numbers mi, ... ,mk with ft 1 
=m 1-mi, ... ,Pk-I= mk_ 1-mk. We remark that mk-m I =(mk-mk_ 1) + ... +(m2-m1)=-ftk-I 
- ... - p 1 = h . Because F is concentrated on a+ Ld it follows that 

SJ\> -TJ~) =kp 1a-pa+Sb1>-Tb1'(mod d)=(81-pa)(mod d) 

sJ!_-; 1> -TJ!- 1> = · · · =(8k_ 1-pa)(mod d) 

sJ!>-r~~) = ... =(8k-pa)(mod d) 

The numbers 11j =8j-pa, I:os;;;j:os;;;k and 11=pa satisfy lvj-v I <'I]. We have reached that (mod d) the S
process shifted over a distance v and the T-process have distance at most 'IJ at the indicated times. Con
sider SJ\~n - TJ~~n,n ;;;;a.Q. The numbers mj depend on sf!> and rfi>, 1 :os;;;j :os;;;k only, so SJ~~n - TJ~~n 
is a random walk with increments zn<1>= XJ\~n - YJ~>+n· Because of the choice of Ld the r.v. zp> have 
a distribution with minimal lattice Ld, and expectation zero. So the random walk sJ~~n c-TJ~+n,n ;;;;a.Q 
on v 1 + Ld is recurrent. Take r 1 the first entrance time of the random walk into v 1• Now exchange in sn'f > 
the increments (Xn<~mJn>-r, with (Yn<~mz>n>-r, to obtain the process sn<J>. Using the Markov property, it 
follows again that the replacement does not change the distribution. This coupling has to be performed 
for all components. The result is a process S such that 

Iv +sJ'.~n -TJ~~nl<'IJ 

I +s-(1) r,(k-1)1 
V m.-,+n- m,+n <'I] 

I +s- (k) r,(k) I 
V m,+n - m,+n <'I] 

for all n exceeding some random time r. Denote by M the p.p. determined by the &-process. 

About the numbering of points we remark the following. Take from each component of the sn<J>_ 
k 

process a "coupled" point, say with index mj + nj, 1 :os;;;j :os;;;k. The index sum is ~ (mj + nj ). Consider 
·-1 

the set of points of the Tn'J>- process that coincide by the coupling with the sel~ted points of the sn<J)_ 
k 

process. Remark that the index sum of these points is ~ (mj + nj ). So each selection of points of the 
- j=l 

components of M coincides by the coupling with points of N O in such way that both index sums are 
equal. The points of the superposed process of M are given by Sn.= max _ (m_in&ny>) and for N O by 

n,+ ... +n, -n J 

Tn = max_ (minTn1/) ). So if n is large enough the superposition points satisfy Iv + Sn - Tn I <'I]. Con-
n,+ ... +n, -n 

sider again the interval Sn +J. Choose n so large that on A cQ with P(A )> 1-t the components of M 
and N O only have coupled points. So on that interval the points of the sl>- process shifted over a dis
tance v coincide with the points of the Tn<J>-process with error at most 'IJ. But because Iv +Sn -Tn I <'I} 
the points of the translated p.p. Ts.M on J lie separated from the points of Tr.No with distance at most 
21]. The rest of the proof is the same as in case (i). • 

Corollary 3. Let G be the distribution of the interval length of the Palm process. The convergence to the 
Palm measure entrails the convergence of the interval length Sn + 1 - Sn to G. 

Proof. Choose Q0-continuous intervals J +=('IJ,X) and J _=(-'IJ,X) such that P(N0(-'IJ,'IJ)>l)<t. 
Let n -.:,oo in the inequality 
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P(Ts.M(J +)=0)~P(Sn+i-Sn >x)~P(Ts.M(J -)~I) 

According to theorem 2 and the choice of 1: right- and left-hand limits differ at most 1: from 
P(N0(0,x)=0) = 1-G(x). • 

If the distributions F 1, ••• ,Fk are non lattice, but centered lattice the convergence to the Palm measure 
stated in theorem 2 cannot be proved in general. 

Counterexample. We give a counterexample for corollary 3. Take non lattice distributions F 1 and F 2 

with F I concentrated on a+ Ld and F 2 concentrated on - a+ Ld. Assume the initial point is (0,0). Let 
M denote the modified renewal process, with superposition points S0~S 1,;;;, · · •. If both Sn and Sn+I 
are points of the first component of M, then Sn+ 1 - Sn Ea+ Ld. If Sn is a point of the first component 
(say the ,c th point) and Sn+ 1 is a point of the second component (the (n + 1 -,c)th point) then 
Sn+I-SnE(n+I)a+Ld. A consideration of all possibilities gives that 
Sn+I -Sn E{ a} U { -a} U {(n + l)a} U { -(n + l)a}+ Ld, a.s. However the structure of Q0 shows G has 
an absolute component. Therefore the distribution of Sn+ 1 - Sn does not converge to G. 
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